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Every year, RISD produces massive amounts of waste, from 
dining trash to discarded art pieces. Art educational insti-
tutions have more complex varieties of garbage compared 
with other educational institutions, given the variety of media 
used by each discipline. As an art and design school, RISD 
takes issues of sustainability seriously, therefore it is natu-
ral to address the problem of waste. The current recycling 
strategy of RISD is mainly based on the waste’s material 
difference, even though other processing strategies have 
been developed, like the Second Life Store, which is mostly 
based on usability; current recycling strategies remain singu-
lar and linear, ending in the same waste cycle.
Some practitioners of the theoretical framework known as 
Critical Regionalism introduce a new perspective on waste: 
they integrate waste within buildings. This strategy is mostly 
based on the region or culture value of the waste, like “spo-
lia.” When viewed through the lens of Critical Regionalism, 
the old forms or systems, should be kept or fully learned 
and understood so that  they can be carried into the next 
generation. Design in the past was site specific, born and 
grown from the understanding of the site and that period of 
time. Without respecting that unique understanding, there 
would be a risk of “placelessness”, and that region or culture 
could lose its unique characters and merge into the sea of 
globalization.
Even though this theory is often related to acknowledge-
ment of entire cultures rather than just the materiality of a 
structure, it is not difficult to apply a recycling strategy to 
architecture within RISD in a way that reinforces the cul-
ture of the institution. As an educational institution woven 
throughout Providence, RI, RISD as a brand has a strong 
image in public. Due to  a 140-year history, RISD forms 
a strong sense of community. However, it suffers from a 
placelessness that can be strongly felt within this university: 
RISD could be built anywhere. It is never a part of local com-
munities in Providence and doesn’t seem to have a strong 
individual character. Part of the problem is that there is little 
legacy left to be learnt from the past generation of students. 
Does art waste, the evidence of making, define RISD? Could 
Abstract
integrating  this waste into the fiber of the school help to 
acknowledge RISD’s unique culture?
There should be a specific intervention or interventions that 
allow portions of the waste that are highly creative in char-
acter of RISD to be displayed in public at the center of the 
campus, easy to be accessed and visible to RISD students 
and visitors or local people who want to know more about 
RISD. 
The public area surrounding the Metcalf building and muse-
um would be the best setting as it sits at the center of the 
campus. In order to  achieve a sculptural monumentality, 
the intervention is sited within the central campus circula-
tion and within constant view of visitors. Inspired by con-
cept of spolia, the design of recycling system respects the 
specificity of a particular major, including its general use of 
materials and sizes of works produced. It is integrated with 
walls and furniture of the site, parallel with circulation as 
much as possible. The displayed pieces, like spolia in a wall, 
create an environment that links to the past. It is necessary 
for RISD to build a place to display its legacy over time and 
offer all RISD students an opportunity to learn from previous 
generations, so that RISD as a community will be known like 
a university that has a unique culture, continued history and 
value -- not just a name or a logo.
Introduction: A Question Beginning With Recycling
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Material-Based Recycling
Tons of Unrecycled Waste and Location of Trash Point 
RISD, 2015
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Recycling Procedure in RIRRC
The most common way of recycling is recycling based on their material differences. In reality, most materials have already lost their usability, by 
down-recycling, those wastes could be transformed into another usable item before eventually end up into the landfill. According to the staff in 
Rhode Island Resource Recovery Corporation (RIRRC), there are 400 to 500 trucks carrying trash everyday, and most of them would go into the 
landfill directly, even the recyclable metals in landfill trash could even be enough to build a plane. For those recycling material, they have to go 
through a long and complex separator system, which is shown below. Even this process is expensive and labour-consuming, and the recycling 
rate may still be low. In RIRRC, they would charge the landfill fee based on weight while share the benefit for recycling waste. However, Rhode 
Island got 0 benefit from the recycling waste they sent in this year for the massive landfill waste. 
“2ndLife is a nonprofit, student-run, upcycling program at the Rhode Island School 
of Design. This resource collects usable art supplies and raw materials to redistribute 
them back to the RISD students and local community.”
RISD 2nd Life Diagram, made by Hannah Crisologo Liongoren
Usability-Based Recycling
Map of RISD 2nd Life Resources
RISD, 2015
The usability based recycling is another major recycling method, different with material based recycling, those waste are abandoned 
before the usability is lost, through a certain platform, they could be reselled into market in a less price. It is more a market strategy 
that recreates the value for used item. 
For an abandoned item, what other value do they have except material and usability?
Shu Wang, Ningbo Museum
Ningbo China
Precedent “One could say that the collection and repositioning of old bricks is not merely an act of being sustainable, it also carries the idea of conserving time through curating the marks of history tectonically on a building’s facade. The use of material in Ningbo Museum has the capacity to refer 
itself back to the origin of things.” 
“To illustrate the strength of this literal repurposing or material, Wang Shu explained it with his encounter of an elderly woman at Ningbo Museum:
“She visit four times in half a year. She found many things similar to her original house, which had been demolished. She came to find her mem-
ory. Modern Chinese cities don’t have memories, but in their deep heart they need memories. It really moved me.”(Yiu, unknown)
Obviously for Wang Shu, the waste has another value, which is memory, not a presonal memory, but a collective memory that could recall the 
sense of history for certain community and inspire the other community. This kind of spolia is the inspiration of the concept of intergrateing se-
lected waste into the building material. In this case, a wall is a museum.
Shu Wang, Nansongyu Street Renovation, Hangzhou, China
“Spolia”
Precedent
The spoliaCulture
“At the same time, it (critical regionalism) evokes the method alluded to by the Swiss architect Mario Both as “building the site”. It is possible to 
argue that in this last instance the specific culture of the region—that is to say, its history in both a geological and agricultural sense — becomes 
inscribed into the form and realization of the work. This inscription, which arises out of “in-laying” the building into the site, has many levels of 
significance, for it has a capacity to embody, in built form, the prehistory of the place, its archeological past and its subsequent cultivation and 
transformation across time. Through this layering into the site the idiosyncrasies of place find their expression without falling into sentimentality.”(-
Frampton,1983)
This kind of spolia have strong connection with life style of the community, and often build next to a walkway, so that everytime when visitors 
pass this walkway, they could build a whole image of history in their imagination. 
Introducation
From this point, the concept of Critical Regionalism 
should be introduced. After WW II, Modernist architecture 
became popular due to its inexpensive and efficient con-
struction methods.  Beginning in  Europe, another group 
of architects started to grow concern about whether or 
not Modernism would destroy destinct architectural styles 
developed over generations since the Renaissance. These 
architects resisted machine labor, the use of concrete and 
the wave of the international style.
_
There are always conflicts between new ideas and ideas 
of the past. When people started to build the new world 
on the top of the past, the old world should be remem-
bered. However, the convenience that is brought by 
modern transportation and Internet makes the trend of 
globalism unavoidable. The world is embracing the possi-
bility of the “united earth” and distinct architectural styles 
are no longer suitable. On the other hands, as globalism 
gets bigger influence, the problems that Regionalists once 
raised seem to become even more pressing, as people 
start to question if having an universal architectural style 
is the best thing to do. In 1983, Kenneth Frampton’s 
Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architec-
ture of Resistance brought the term “Critical Regionalism” 
into a larger perspective than architectural form. As he 
argued in this essay, even though construction technology 
has made civilizations universal, the cultures, “the realiza-
tion of the being and the evolution of its collective psy-
cho-social reality”, should not be lost. through “the victory 
of universal civilization over locally inflected culture”(-
Franston, 1983). In order to solve this problem, Frampton 
argues that architects should be “a vehicle of universal 
civilization” and critically embrace the world and modern 
techniques, and also be able to respect local environment 
and culture. 
Critical Regionalism and RISD
Rhode Island School of Design are founded 
1877, and raised by a group of women. Since 
the beginning, RISD has build an unique 
culture that is highly creative, and it always 
encourages students to think outside the box. 
However, does RISD escape from influence of 
globalism architecturally? Does the architec-
tural elements of campus buildings speak of 
any part of this culture? The answer seems to 
be no, and those are the problems that Criti-
cal Regionalism mainly discuss about. Some 
may argue that since RISD as a community 
never developed an architectural style, it is 
not necessary for RISD to express its culture 
through architecture.  However, it is no doubt 
architecture style plays a significant role in 
culture, and it is a strong expression in many 
ways, especially for a community like RISD 
that has a strong sense of culture. Currently, 
most of RISD building speaks only for Rhode 
Island culture, and it would be interesting to 
integrate RISD elements into those building.
Site Map
Metcalf Building and its distance to other buildings in campus, its central position makes it a prefect site for public display and learning space.
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Metcalf Building and Its Immediate Surrounding
This diagram briefly shows the natural lighting condition and traffic surrounding 
Metcalf building, the possible are for the intervention is shown in the diagram.
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Furniture, sculpture, jewelry and metal smith, ceramic, textile 
department of RISD are located in Metcalf building. The dia-
gram shows the existing circulation and programs. 
Different with other buildings in campus, half of metcalf building are 
workrooms with heavy equipments and machines, which brings 
challenges to the interior design.
Design Proposal
Super position: The Role of Time  
Even RISD could be regarded as a culture, it should not 
be treated as a city. It doesn’t have architectural style, 
most of RISD buildings are adoptive reuse the old house, 
therefore the architectural style of the site would be not 
considered as part of design. As the definition, culture is 
“The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual 
achievement regarded collectively.” (Oxford dictionary). 
That means a culture has to be able to collect and stay, 
and then gradually evolve to a overall shape of culture. In 
this topic, the process of the “collect” and “evolve” are 
important, which makes the time a high value element. In 
Wang Shu’s case, the old thigns get collected so people 
can recall them, and what is missing is the evolution part. 
A culture would be dead if it is isolated, new people would 
always learn from the past and develop it. It is like the 
origin definition of the word “culture”, grow. 
Therefore the new intervention should contain a learning 
place, display place, and they are integrated with the 
circulation.
Study Model Study models show different thinking of how to parallel the circulation and display area.
Design Proposal
Ramp
Display tube and 
track
Material Separator
The current proposal contains mainly three 
parts, a track that goes in and out of Metcalf 
Building with a plexiglass tube that protects 
it, a ramp that integrate with the building cir-
culation and a material separator. The whole 
system creates a exhibition area on the first 
floor, and a learning area on the third floor. 
The track has many hooks and move in 
certain direction, it is designed for furniture 
department students to hang their works 
that they intend to abandon. Underneath the 
tube on the first floor, there is a exhibition 
space that allows RISD students and local 
community to hold even together. The tube 
will bring visitors directly to third floor, in 
there all the work will drop down to a slow 
moving conveyor belt. The visitors have 
chance to take or buy the works, or dis-
member them while learning the interesting 
joint of each works. The separator system 
also has several glass tube that allows the 
dismembered material being dropped to 
the first floor, in which those materials could 
be used for the visitors in the first floor to 
experience assembling their own pieces. 
The leftover material will drop automatically 
to the basement.
Building Diagram
Existing ondition Remove partial second floor Interior walls to create public space Track and new support structure
Create glass tube to protact track Ceate new walkway that parallel with track
New staircase Recycling intervention 
Plan 1st Floor & 2nd Floor Plan 3rd floor Plan 4th floor
First Floor, wood floor shows the new public area
Second Floor, the grey shows the new walkway 
Third Floor
Fourth Floor, this floor is for RISD students only
Plan Basement Section
The used mateiral would drop in this floor and be transported to RIRRC, in 
there the recyclable material would be recycled appropriatly.
The interior mostly use matt glass to separate the studio and public space. 
The new intervention would be colorcoded.
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